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Giant electro-optic effect using polarizable dark states.

A. K. Mohapatra1, M. G. Bason1, B. Butscher2, K. J. Weatherill1, and C. S. Adams1
1. Department of Physics, Durham University, Rochester Building, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE, England.

2. Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany.

The electro-optic effect, where the refractive index of a medium is modified by an electric field, is
of central importance in non-linear optics, laser technology, quantum optics and optical communi-
cations. In general, electro-optic coefficients are very weak and a medium with a giant electro-optic
coefficient would have profound implications for non-linear optics, especially at the single photon
level, enabling single photon entanglement and switching. Here we propose and demonstrate a giant
electro-optic effect based on polarizable dark states. We demonstrate phase modulation of the light
field in the dark state medium and measure an electro-optic coefficient that is more than 12 orders
of magnitude larger than in other gases. This enormous Kerr non-linearity also creates the potential
for precision electrometry and photon entanglement.

PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 32.80.Rm, 42.50.Gy

In 1875 Kerr showed that the refractive index (nr) of a
medium can be changed by applying an electric field [1]
according to

∆nr = λ0B0E
2
0 ,

where λ0 is the wavelength of the light field, E0 is the
applied electric field and B0 is the electro–optic Kerr
coefficient. Subsequently, the Kerr effect, or quadratic
electro–optic effect, and the related linear electro–optic
effect have become widely used in photonic devices such
as electro-optic modulators (EOMs) [2, 3]. The ac Kerr
effect where the electric field is produced by another light
beam is the basis of Kerr lens mode–locking [4], and has
led to the development of femto and attosecond pulses [5].
Outside these successes, the wider applicability of the
Kerr effect is limited by the fact that, in general, the
Kerr non–linearity is very small. A larger non–linearity
occurs close to a resonance, but at the expense of higher
absorption of the signal light. A way around this prob-
lem is to use electromagnetically induced transparency
(EIT) [6, 7, 8] where an additional light field, the cou-
pling beam, renders a medium transparent on resonance.
Enhanced ac Kerr non–linearities were predicted [9], and
have been studied in experiments on Bose Einstein con-
densates [10] and cold atoms [11]. However, such an EIT
medium produces insufficient non–linearity to implement
single photon non-linear optics [8]. In addition, the po-
tential to implement all–optical quantum computation
using the ac Kerr effect [12] is limited by pulse distortion
effects [13], so a new Kerr mechanism based on interac-
tions [14] is desirable.

In this paper, we demonstrate a giant dc electro-optic
effect in an EIT medium by coupling to a highly excited
Rydberg state which has a large polarizability. This ren-
ders the transmission through the medium highly sen-
sitive to electric fields produced either externally or in-
ternally due to interparticle interactions. The Rydberg
states have a polarizability that scales as the principal
quantum number, n7, and the interactions between Ry-
dberg atoms scale with an even higher power (n11 for
van der Waals interactions) [15]. These strong interac-

tions lead to strongly correlated quantum states [16] and
could be used to entangle atoms [17] or photons [14].
Non-linear effects due to strong interactions have been
observed in a number of experiments on cold Rydberg
atoms [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In our experiment, we show
that the special properties of Rydberg atoms lead to a
giant electro-optic effect (> 10−6 m/V2), which is 12 or-
ders of magnitude larger than in other gases [23] and 6
orders of magnitude larger than the Kerr cell based on
Nitrobenzene [24]. This giant Kerr non-linearity opens
up the possibility to devise a new class of single particle
detectors, precision measurements in electrometry, and
single photon entanglement.

Recently, EIT involving a Rydberg level has been ob-
served in thermal rubidium vapor [25] and a strontium
atomic beam [26]. In this experiment, we employ Ryd-
berg EIT to measure the electro-optic effect in rubidium
vapor. A signal beam propagating through the rubidium
vapor is resonant with the 5s-5p transition, see Fig. 1(a).
A counter-propagating coupling beam resonant with a
Rydberg transition, 5p-ns (with n = 28− 48), drives the
medium into a polarizable dark state [25]. For such a
three level system, the absorption and the refractive in-
dex calculated for atoms at rest are shown in Fig. 1(b).
When both the signal and coupling beams are exactly on
resonance, the medium is prepared in a dark state corre-
sponding to a superposition of the ground and Rydberg
states [25]. In this dark state, the medium is transparent
to the signal beam. If the energy of the Rydberg state is
changed, this modifies the absorption and the refractive
index (or dispersion) as indicated by the arrows in Fig.
1(b). The energy of the Rydberg state is highly sensitive
to electric field due to its large polarizability as illustrated
in Fig. 1(a). Thus, the refractive index of the dark state
medium and hence, the phase of the signal beam, can be
changed by applying an electric field. This induced phase
modulation under the application of an ac electric field
is measured using the set up shown in Fig 1(c). A weak
laser beam (red) at 780.24 nm, frequency stabilized [27]
to the s 2S1/2(F = 3) → 5p 2P3/2(F ′ = 4) transition of
85Rb, is split into two paths (signal and reference) that
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of the energy level diagram for Rydberg
EIT. In contrast to the low lying states, the energy of the
Rydberg state is extremely sensitive to electric fields. (b)
The absorption and refractive index of the EIT medium as a
function of the signal beam detuning. The images on the right
show an expanded view of this transparency window. If the
energy of the Rydberg state changes due to an applied electric
field, the transparency window shifts leading to changes in the
transmission and the refractive index. (c) The experimental
set-up used to measure the electro-optic effect in a rubidium
vapour cell. (d) The measured transmission and refractive
index of the signal beam for room temperature atoms as the
coupling beam is tuned through resonance with the Rydberg
transition.

propagate through a vapor cell. The signal and reference
beams have the waist of 1 mm (1/e2 radius) and power of
15 µW. The counter propagating coupling beam at 480
nm (derived from a commercial frequency doubled diode
laser system, Toptica TA-SHG) is overlapped with the
signal beam. The 480 nm beam has a power of 140 mW
with a waist of 0.8 mm (1/e2 radius) and is frequency
stabilized to the 5p 2P3/2(F ′ = 4)→ ns 2S1/2(F ′′) tran-
sition (the ns state hyperfine splitting is not resolved)
using the Rydberg EIT resonance [25]. The signal and
the reference beams are recombined using a second beam
splitter, forming the Jamin interferometer that measures
the relative phase. By blocking the reference beam, one
can measure the transmission of the signal beam. The
Rb vapor cell was placed inside a single layer magnetic
shield and between two copper bar electrodes which were
used to apply the electric field. Fig. 1(d) shows a typi-
cal measurement of the changes in the transmission and
refractive index experienced by the signal beam as the
coupling beam is tuned through the dark resonance for
atoms at room temperature. As the signal and coupling
beams are counter–propagating, there is a partial cance-
lation of the Doppler effect leading to a dark resonance
line width of between 2 and 10 MHz depending on the
laser power [25].

Fig. 2 shows the response when the electric field is var-
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FIG. 2: The time dependence of (a) the applied electric field,
E, (b) the change in transmission through the medium, ∆T
and (c) the phase of the signal beam for a room temperature
Rb vapor cell. The Fourier transform of the (d) transmission
and (e) phase data.

ied sinusoidally at a frequency close to 10 kHz and an am-
plitude of ∼ 2 V/cm. With the reference beam blocked,
we observe a modulation of the transmission with am-
plitude of about 1 %, see Fig. 2(b). By unblocking the
reference beam we observe the phase modulation of ap-
proximately 7 mrad, see Fig. 2(c). The frequency spec-
trum of the amplitude and phase modulations are shown
in Fig. 2(d) and (e). With the signal and coupling lasers
locked just below the EIT resonance, the modulation in
the transmission and the phase appear predominantly at
the fourth and second harmonics of the modulation fre-
quency, respectively. The Stark shift is proportional to
E2, so the refractive index (in the region of linear dis-
persion) is also proportional to E2. This E2 dependence
is characteristic of the Kerr effect [2]. The transmission
is modulated around the peak of the resonance and so
is proportional to the energy shift squared and conse-
quently to E4, as observed. If the amplitude of the elec-
tric field is sufficiently large that the Stark shift is greater
than the width of the dark resonance then the amplitude
and phase modulation no longer have a simple power law
dependence and higher harmonics are observed.

The magnitude of the phase shift in a room tempera-
ture cell as a function of the applied electric field (E0)
is shown in Fig. 3(a). The electric field dependence of
the phase shift (∆φ) follows the shape of the dispersion
curve above resonance. By assuming the EIT resonance
has a Lorentzian profile, the phase shift has the form,
∆Φ = aE2

0/(1 + bE4
0). The free parameters, a and b are

determined from the fit and give the maximum phase
shift. This allows one to calculate the wavelength inde-
pendent Kerr coefficient, B0 using

∆φ = 2πB0`|E0m|2 ,

where ` = 0.075 m is the length of the medium, and E0m

is the electric field at which the maximum phase shift
is observed. The measured Kerr coefficient for different
principal quantum numbers, n between 28 and 48 are
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FIG. 3: (a) Measured phase shift as a function of the electric
field amplitude with the coupling field tuned to an s Rydberg
state with principal quantum number n from 28 up to 48. (b)
Measured Kerr constant in a vapor cell at 20◦ C (•) and 60◦ C
(◦) as a function of the reduced principal quantum number,
n∗. The solid line corresponds to a scaling of n∗α, where
α = 5.2± 0.2.

presented in Fig 3. The experimental data show an n∗5.2

power law scaling, where n∗ = n− δ and δ ≈ 3.13 is the
quantum defect of the s Rydberg series [28]. The Kerr
coefficient depends linearly on the change in refractive
index of the medium. In the region of linear dispersion,
this change is proportional to the product of the Stark
shift and the slope of the dispersion feature. The Stark
shift of the Rydberg state scales as n∗7. The slope of
the dispersion signal is proportional to its amplitude and
inversely proportional to its width. The amplitude has a
quadratic dependence on the Rabi frequency of the 5p-ns
transition and scales as n∗−3. The width is power broad-
ened in our experiment and reduces with higher n∗. This
width scaling varies between n∗−1 and n∗−3/2 depend-
ing on the signal and coupling beam intensities. The
observed power law dependence of the Kerr coefficient,
n∗5.2, is consistent with these scalings.

The maximum measured Kerr coefficient at room tem-
perature is of order 10−6 m/V2 which is already much
larger than in other media. By heating the cell to 600C,
the Kerr coefficient increases by two orders of magnitude
as shown in Fig. 3(b). Much larger Kerr coefficients are
possible using a dense cloud of laser cooled atoms. For
example, for a cold atom ensemble with diameter 10 mi-
crons at a density of 2× 1012 cm−3 and an n = 60 dark
state, one obtains a phase shift of 2π for a field of 3 V/m,
corresponding to a Kerr coefficient of order 104 m/V2. In
this high density regime it is necessary to avoid interac-
tion effects [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] by using a weak signal
beam.

A primary application of the electro-optic effect is the
generation of light at a different frequency [2, 3]. For
example, light propagating through a non-linear medium
subject to an ac electric field acquires sidebands at har-

monics of the modulation frequency. This sideband gen-
eration is easily observed using polarizable dark states.
To measure the sidebands, we perform a heterodyne mea-
surement on the signal beam. The reference beam of the
Jamin interferometer shown in Fig 1(c) was blocked and
the signal beam was interfered with another reference
beam derived from the same laser but frequency shifted
by 400 MHz using an acousto-optic modulator. This 2nd

reference beam has a waist of 1 mm and power of 1 mW.
The beat signal was detected using a fast photo-diode
with a bandwidth of 1.2 GHz. The power spectrum of
the beat signal was recorded using a spectrum analyzer.
Typical spectra are shown in Fig. 4. With the cou-
pling laser turned off, we observe a single beat frequency.
When the coupling laser is turned on, sidebands appear.
The dominant sideband is the 2nd order as expected for
the Kerr effect. The first harmonic sidebands can be ob-
served by applying a DC field along with the modulating
field. These data are recorded at a cell temperature of 60◦
C, where the atomic density and hence the phase modu-
lation are significantly larger than at room temperature
as shown in Fig. 3(b). With the signal and coupling
lasers tuned to the 5s-5p-32s dark resonance, we observe
sidebands with an intensity of ∼ 1% of the carrier for an
applied voltage of 3 V/cm. The sideband intensity is 60
times larger than at room temperature, whereas the EIT
peak height only increases by a factor of 2. This shows
that the observed sidebands are predominantly due to
phase modulation.

The sideband amplitude as a function of modulation
frequency, i.e., the modulation bandwidth (see inset of
Fig. 4) is determined by the transient response of the
EIT (dark state) resonance. If the coupling Rabi fre-
quency is less than the decay rate of the intermediate
state, γ, then the characteristic EIT response time is γ
[29, 30]. Consequently for Rb atoms where the intermedi-
ate state lifetime is τ ∼ 1/(2π×6 MHz) one would expect
a modulation bandwidth equal to the natural linewidth
of 6 MHz. The Lorentzian fit to the experimental data
shown in the inset of the Fig. (4), has a full width half
maximum of 10 MHz. This value agrees with the res-
onance width obtained using Doppler free spectroscopy,
and is slightly larger than the natural width due to pres-
sure broadening from the background gas in the cell.

An interesting potential application of the giant
electro-optic coefficient of polarizable dark states is pre-
cision electrometry. Such a device would provide the
electric field analogue of precision atomic magnetometers
[31]. As measuring electric fields in free space is chal-
lenging, a dark state electrometer could find widespread
applications in diverse areas such as geophysics and bio-
physics. For the predicted Kerr coefficient of a cold 10
micron ensemble, 104 m/V2, a 1 mrad phase shift cor-
responds to a field of 400 µV/cm. In this case, a single
charge at distance of 0.1 mm induces a phase shift of
100 mrad. Hence the electrometer could provide efficient
detection of single charged particles. The advantage of
using dark states to measure electric fields is the high
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FIG. 4: The power spectrum of the light transmitted through
the dark state ensemble with the coupling laser turned off
is shown in red, where ν is the measurement frequency and
ν0 is the carrier frequency. The sidebands generated with
the coupling laser on and an electric field modulation with
frequency νm equal to 1 and 5 MHz are shown in green and
blue, respectively. The inset shows a Lorentzian fit to the
power of the 2nd harmonic sidebands normalized to the power
of the carrier. The full width half maximum of the fit is 10
MHz. The data were recorded in a Rb vapour cell at 600 C.

bandwidth and ability to perform non-destructive mea-
surements with a high repetition rate. Polarizable dark
states can also be employed to detect single dipoles such
as other Rydberg atoms which forms the basis of a pro-
posed technique to entangle single photons in free space
[14].

In summary, we have demonstrated a giant electro-
optic effect in a gas based on polarizable dark states.
The measured Kerr coefficient for thermal Rb vapour at
room temperature, B0 ∼ 10−6 m/V2 is many orders of
magnitude larger than in other electro–optic media. We
have demonstrated phase modulation over a frequency
range of 10 kHz to 10 MHz, and observed sidebands gen-
eration with an intensity up to 1% of the carrier. A
significantly larger electro-optic coefficient could be ob-
tained by increasing the optical depth for example by
using laser cooled atoms. This giant electro-optic effect
opens up the prospect of precision electrometry, single
particle detection, and single photon entanglement.
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